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Letter from the Editor

Happy Christmas and welcome to the
December 2021 issue of ‘My Pet Matters’ - 
The monthly Newsletter that brings you 
and your pet closer.

This month in our Christmas issue, we bring
you 10 dangerous temptations for your pet
this Christmas, we ask; how dog-friendly are
Britain’s shops? We feature 6 pet-friendly
Christmas breaks for you and your dog, and
we reveal our first prize draw winner who
donated the money to a Small Animal Shelter.
Plus much much more!

Every month we bring you pet news,
interesting articles and features, what’s on,
handy tips, expert opinions and advice,
finance information, pet product promotions,
travel, art, fun and games and much more for
you to getting to know your pet better.

Plus there is our Charity of the Month. 
(See page 22 for details).

And why not receive future issues of ‘My Pet
Matters? It’s absolutely FREE! Just visit:
www.mypetmatters.co.uk and click on
‘Newsletter’.

I hope you enjoy reading ‘My Pet Matters’ and
wish you all the best for you and your furry
friends.

The Editor - My Pet Matters

My        MattersPet

PS. Do you have an interesting story about

you r pet? Or anything else you may want to

contribute to any of our topics? If so please

email us to: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk

and we may use it in a futu re issue!

My Pet Matters is a Newsletter published by Clearlight Media. Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB.
email: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk Web: www.mypetmatters.co.uk 3

Chessington Winter’s Tail
27th November 2021 - 3rd January 2022

Chessington World of Adventures, Leatherhead Road,
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2NE.

FESTIVE FAMILY FUN

Tis’ the season and we’ve certainly got plenty to be jolly about
this winter. Experience a PURRRfect Christmas Adventure with
us as Winter’s Tail returns on selected dates throughout
November, December and January!

There’s plenty of magic for the whole family - so whether you’re
looking to top up your festive spirit, get some winter thrills on a
selection of our rides and attractions or maybe you’re just
looking to wish our incredible animals a Merry Christmas - don’t
miss out on Winter’s Tail.  

Tickets are available online starting from £20pp on selected
dates and pre-booking is essential.

EARLY BIRD OFFER

Hurry - peak visit dates such as weekends and school holidays
are currently available for purchase from £30pp as part of our
Early Bird Offer.  Book before 30th November for a visit and save
£5pp! 

Annual Pass holders can also benefit from this exclusive Early
Bird Offer on peak dates with tickets from £20pp saving £5pp.

For more information please visit: www.chessington.com

Christmas at ZSL London Zoo
27th November 2021 - 3rd January 2022
Outer Circle, Regent's Park, London NW1 4RY.

Experience the Magic of Christmas at London Zoo 
this December. 

We've got everything you need for a jam-packed fun family day
out this Christmas.

Fun festive family trail

Santa’s arrived early to London Zoo to do some research on what
the animals would like for Christmas. But he’ll need your help,
because with over 20,000 animals there’s far too much for just
him and his elves to manage. Head out across the Zoo gathering
information along the way, before reporting back to Mrs Claus
in the polar post room, sending off your trail card to Santa and
helping to make sure all the animals get the perfect present this
Christmas!

YULE ENCOUNTER INCREDIBLE ANIMALS...

From our Rothschild giraffes, Grevy’s zebra, Western Lowland
gorillas, Asiatic lions and Humboldt penguins - we've got over
1000+ animals in our Zoo and SEA LIFE to experience this
Christmas.

Happy Christmas
to Y ou & Your Beloved Pet



People believe feeding the crows, also seen as a messenger from
the god of death, will ward off death and grief.

Dogs are the focus of the second day, where they are thanked for
their loyalty and companionship.

On the third day, cows, which are sacred to Hindu people as
creatures who give more than they take back, are worshipped.

Oxes are celebrated on the fourth day and humans worship each
other on the fifth day.

In Hinduism, it is believed that keeping Yama’s messengers happy
will appease the god of death.

(Story source: Metro)

The channel, which is already available in other countries, will also
feature programmes for dog owners, including shows by celebrity
dog trainer Laura Nativo, who will provide tips on how to live better
at home with a pet, as well as programmes that provide simple
recipes for dogs.

‘DogTV is an excellent resource for dog owners to help alleviate
some of the behavioural problems that can arise when dogs are left
alone,’ Professor Nicholas Dodman, chief scientist for DogTV, said.

‘With numbers of dog owners rising over the pandemic, and owners
now returning to work, DogTV helps canines to feel relaxed and
comforted until their owners return home.’

British animal trainer Victoria Stilwell added: ‘People think that
DogTV is a bit of a weird concept at first, but when I tell them the
amount of research that has gone into this - that this TV channel
can help their dogs while home alone, improve their lives
considerably and help with different stresses and anxieties - they
get it.’

DOGTV is currently distributed globally with deals in major
territories, including the USA, Brazil, France, South Korea, and china.

DogTV launches on November 8 and will be available on a range
of smart TVs, Android and Apple devices and online.

(Story source: Metro)

The pair love spending all their time together, including on family
days out with Emma and her partner Liam, 31, who is a gravedigger.

Emma, who works for the NHS as a customer service advisor, said:
‘They love being outside together, they love going out for walks or
to the beach.

‘Marley will throw sticks for Jax into the water for him to fetch and
bring back.

‘They love eating together, Marley is always trying to give his food
to Jax and share with him.

‘Jax is always ready and waiting for some food to drop from Marley.
‘They’re always side by side.’

Jax and Marley even like being together in their sleep.

Emma said: ‘They love to nap together, they have done for Marley’s
whole life.

‘When Marley was a baby, Jax would sleep with his head rested next
to him.

‘Now, they still nap together on the couch.

‘Sometimes, in the mornings, I’ll wake up to find that Jax has snuck
into Marley’s room in the night.

‘I’ll come in and see him sleeping on his bed with him.’

Even when Marley was still in the womb, Jax was protective of
Emma and her bump.

She said ‘Apparently dogs can sense when you’re pregnant quite
early.

‘Anytime I was in the house he would be right beside me.

‘From the moment we brought Marley home from the hospital Jax
wanted to be involved.’

(Story source: Metro)
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Metro reports that during the five-day-long Hindu Tihar festival,
dogs get their own day as one of the four creatures believed to be
messengers from the Hindu god of death Yama. This year, the Day
of the Dog fell yesterday.

Dogs all over Nepal were honoured with baths and given treats of
milk, sweets, meat and rice.

People also smeared vermilion - bright red powder - on the animals’
foreheads and placed flower garlands around their necks.

Even stray dogs were celebrated as they enjoyed the affection and
doting of people who take part in the festival.

Housewife Parbati Devkota, 40, said: ‘Kukur (dog) Tihar is special
among the different festivals. I worship my dog every year on this
day.’

She had just finished a worship ceremony for her dog in the
country’s capital Kathmandu giving it sweets, flowers and vermillion.

The police dog training centre put on a show with 47 of its dogs -
showing people how they had been trained to jump, run and navigate
obstacles.

‘We also demonstrated how dogs are used in searching for narcotic
drugs, criminals, hidden explosives, and rescue operations during
disasters, police official Ram Chandra Satyal said.

The first day of the Tahir festival celebrates crows, which are offered
up grains, seeds and sweets left on people’s roofs and streets.

Metro reports that DogTV will air scientifically tested programming
24/7 which aims to alleviate symptoms from conditions in our
canine friends, such as separation anxiety, loneliness and stress.

The service, which will also have shows designed to help owners
better understand and look after their pets, launches on November
8.

DogTV has been developed following research into animals’
physiological and psychological needs, moods and responses to
audio and visual stimuli to help them feel more stimulated, relaxed
or help them to sleep.

The colours, audio frequencies and camera alignment have been
adapted to cater to dog senses.

Metro reports that mum Emma Adams, 28, has shared pictures and
videos of the pair cuddling and playing together, and credits dog
Jax, four, with helping Marley, three, hit certain milestones.

Emma, from Motherwell, near Glasgow, said: ‘When Marley was
getting bigger, Jax never really understood that Marley couldn’t play
with him.

‘He was always bringing toys over and trying to get Marley to play
with him. ‘Jax would encourage Marley to pick up toys, throw them,
and he helped with his balance when he started moving about.

‘Everyone always comments on how good Marley’s balance is, and
it’s all down to Jax. ‘As soon as Marley could move he was chasing
Jax all the time.’

Dogs given the love 
and treatment they 
all deserve on day 
of worship in Nepal
The next time you get given a hard time for
spoiling your dog, remember that on one day
in Nepal they are literally worshipped.

TV channel created
specifically for dogs 
is coming to the UK - 
yes, really!
A brand new TV channel has been created
specifically for dogs and their owners is
coming to the UK.

‘They’re always side by
side’: Beagle and toddler
are inseparable best
buds
Toddler Marley and his beagle best buddy
share a bond that began when Marley was
just a baby.

Do you have an interesting story about you r pet? 

Or anything else you may want to contribute to 

any of our topics? If so please email us to:

a rticles@mypetmatters.co.uk and we may 

use it in a future issue!
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Cats track their owners’
movements, research
finds
Findings of Japanese study back idea that
cats retain a mental representation of their
owners.

The Guardian reports that if you’ve ever pondered whether your pet
cat gives a whiskers about your whereabouts, research may have
an answer: cats appear to track their owners as they move about the
house and are surprised if they turn up somewhere they’re not
expecting them.

The finding supports the idea that cats retain a mental representation
of their owners, even when they can’t see them; a crucial bridge to
higher cognitive processes such as forward planning and
imagination.

Cats are notoriously inscrutable creatures. Although previous
research has suggested that cats will search in the correct place if
food is seen to disappear, and expect to see their owner’s face if they
hear their voice, it was unclear how this ability translated into real
life. 

“It is (also) said that cats are not as interested in their owners as
dogs are, but we had doubts about this point,” said Dr Saho Takagi
at the University of Kyoto, Japan.

To investigate, Takagi and colleagues recorded what happened when
50 domestic cats were individually shut inside a room, and
repeatedly heard their owner calling their name from outside,
followed by either a stranger’s voice, or that of their owner, coming
through a speaker on the opposite side of the room they were
inhabiting.

Eight “blinded” human observers watched these recordings and
ranked the cats’ level of surprise based on their ear and head
movements. Only when their owners’ voices suddenly appeared
inside the room - implying that they had somehow teleported there
- did the cats appear confused.

“This study shows that cats can mentally map their location based
on their owner’s voice,” said Takagi, whose research was published
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 
“(It suggests) that cats have the ability to picture the invisible in their
minds. Cats (may) have a more profound mind than is thought.”

However, it’s not entirely surprising that cats possess this ability:
“That awareness of movement - tracking things they cannot see - is
critical to a cat’s survival,” said Roger Tabor, a biologist, author and
presenter of the BBC TV series Cats.

“A lot of what a cat has to interpret in its territory is an awareness of
where other cats are. It is also important for hunting: how could a
cat catch a field vole moving around beneath the grass if it couldn’t
use clues, such as the occasional rustle, to see in its mind’s eye,
where they are? A cat’s owner is extremely significant in its life as a
source of food and security, so where we are is very important.”

Anita Kelsey, a UK feline behaviourist and author of Let’s Talk About
Cats, said: “Cats have a close relationship with us and most feel
settled and safe within our company so our human voice would be
part of that bond or relationship. When I am dealing with cats that
suffer separation anxiety, I usually do not advocate playing the
owner’s voice in the home as this can cause anxiety with the cat
hearing the voice, but not knowing where their human is.”

Curiously, the cats did not show the same surprise response when
the owners’ voices were replaced with cat meows or electronic
sounds. Possibly, this is because adult cats do not tend to use voice
as their primary means of communication with one other, many may
rely on other cues such as scent instead.

“The ‘meow’ that we used in this study is a voice signal that is only
emitted to humans, except for kittens,” said Takagi. “Cats may not
be able to identify individuals from the ‘meow’ of other individuals.”

(Story source: The Guardian)

The Guardian reports that Annie the puppy!’ my son screams as we
enter my father’s house, making a bee line for the black Labrador
who is, conversely, making a bee line for him. My father’s dog, for
she is a puppy no more, has grown tremendously since we last saw
her. 

‘Daddy, what the hell are you feeding her?’ I ask, before being shown
a nondescript silver dish filled with dry dog food pellets, where
realistically a platter of zebra steaks and protein powders would have
made more sense.

My son first met Annie when she was six weeks old, and Annie the
Puppy is simply her name now - a three-word soubriquet enshrined
in permanent fact, like Kermit the Frog or Henry the Eighth. Annie is
the size of a small bear, ‘and still growing!’ my sister’s fiancé Eddie
adds with pride, as Annie licks my son with a tongue twice the length
of his head.

We’ve landed at my dad’s house for two events for my memoir, one
in my hometown of Derry, and another in Ballyshannon, across the
border in Donegal. I’ve talked my dad into attending the latter, which
will be the first time he’s been to any of my book events, at which I
mostly talk about him throughout.

On Sunday afternoon, my son, Daddy, Eddie and I pile into the car
to make the trip. Donegal is wildly picturesque and the journey
evokes memories of family holidays and school trips taken through
winding hills and deep, green valleys.

My father doesn’t recall me going on any school trips because I
forged his signature on all school correspondence, a practice he
wholeheartedly endorsed as a father of 11 kids who had long since
outgrown a passion for scrutiny by the time I, his ninth child, started
thrusting permission slips and teacher’s notes in front of his face.

We arrive at the venue to find some old friends of my father’s have
crossed the border for the event. It is the 30th anniversary of my
mother’s death and, with gentle alarm, one woman works out that
she hasn’t seen us since the funeral. I am told I look like just like
my mother and, with a gasp, that my son looks like me or, at the
very least, the me they last saw in that church in 1991.

The event is a great success, marred only by my son’s decision to
blare Paw Patrol at max volume for a few seconds near the end. But
my father is to have the last laugh at the signing afterwards, when
all present work out that he is the self-same Daddy mentioned
throughout the text, and begin thrusting their copies of the book
into his hands. 

Slowly, a growing circle of devotees flocks in his direction and, for
a solid 20 minutes, every book I receive to sign arrives already
blotted with the self-same chicken scratch I remember aping
throughout my childhood. ‘I could have done you a better one than
that,’ I try to tell them once I’ve signed, but no one hears. They are
already making their way over to shake his hand.

Did Ye Hear Mammy Died? by Séamas O’Reilly is out now (Little,
Brown, £16.99). Buy a copy from guardianbookshop at £14.78

(Story source: The Guardian)

On a visit to my father,
Annie the Labrador steals
the show
Back home at my dad’s place, my son
reunites with a close friend.

Metro reports that when they got to the check-in desk to drop off
their bags, the pair realised they had a stowaway - their beloved dog
Icky.

As their suitcase pinged as almost six pounds overweight, Jared and
Kristi got to work opening and rearranging their luggage, expecting
that a pair of shoes or some toiletries had tipped the scales. But as
they opened the case, they saw their chihuahua poking her head out
of one of Jared’s cowboy boots.

Speaking to local radio station, KCBD, Jared said: ‘Literally, there’s
our dog coming out of my boot, coming out of my boot with her
head bopping up. ‘She’s the burrower, that’s what she does. 
She burrows in clothes, she burrows in, obviously suitcases now.’

Aside from the shock, the couple were now stumped over what to
do with Icky, but a kind Southwest Airlines employee, Cathy Cook,
stepped in to watch the pup.

‘They have got a heck of an employee in Cathy,’ added Jared.
‘She went above and beyond and never made us feel, you know, they
could have turned us in saying we were trying to smuggle a dog to
Vegas or something. ‘Never acted like that, they were extremely
gracious. Like I said, she was willing to watch our dog for us while
we were gone.’

Jared posted on Facebook when they had Icky safe and sound,
writing: ‘You know it’s going to be an epic trip to Vegas when you
get to the airport to check your bags….6lbs over weight, and out
pops a chihuahua from your boot!! Unreal!’ And although it worked
out as a funny story, the owners haven’t forgotten how differently it
could have ended.

‘Thank goodness we found this dog,’ continued Jared, ‘because you
would have gotten to Vegas, and you probably would have had a
deceased animal in your bag.’ Icky’s little trick got her a free holiday
at Cathy’s, but let her story serve as a warning to check your bags
if you have pets.

(Story source: Metro)

Chihuahua sneaks into
owners’ holiday suitcase -
and is only discovered
because she made the
bag too heavy
Jared and Kristi Owens were flying from their
hometown of Lubbock, Texas, to Las Vegas
last month, heading off on a long weekend
as husband and wife… Or so they thought.



But Christmas can also be dangerous for our beloved pets. Here we
list the most common temptations that can be dangerous and toxic
to your dog or cat at Christmas time - and how to avoid them!

During Christmas, many families have many more things than
normal at home; decorations, candles, and presents, but also more
food. In addition, we often have guests and therefore do not have
the opportunity to keep such a close eye on our pets as usual, which
increases the risk of cats and dogs getting into mischief.

To minimise the risk of problems occurring, it is wise not to leave
food, sweets, candles, or presents and ribbons within easy reach of
pets. If you have children, it is wise to talk to them in advance. 
Teach them which items and types of food can be dangerous to pets,
to reduce the risk of them accidentally giving the cat or dog
something inappropriate.

Christmas food

Christmas food often has a high fat and/or salt content, therefore
it is rarely suitable for pets. There is a risk of causing stomach
problems, vomiting and diarrhoea. Dogs are also at risk of
pancreatitis if they eat fatty foods. This is a painful condition that
leads to diarrhoea and vomiting. Whilst the prognosis is often
good, some dogs may not recover.

Many Christmas foods also contain onions or garlic, such as
traditional sage and onion stuffing. As well as causing
gastrointestinal problems, eating onions or garlic damages red
blood cells, which can result in anaemia in dogs and cats.
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To avoid tooth fractures, especially in young dogs that still have
baby (deciduous) teeth, constipation and life-threatening
penetrating injuries to the intestines, do not give leftover bones
to dogs as cooked bones are brittle and shatter easily causing
sharp splinters.

Chocolate

Chocolate ingestion is one of the biggest risks facing pets at this
time of year as we all enjoy treats as part of the festive season.
Dogs are prime candidates for eating presents under the tree but
cats can also be at risk. 

Chocolate contains a substance called theobromine, which can
cause major problems for both cats and dogs, including the risk
of stomach problems, salivation, palpitations and, in the worst
case, heart problems, coma, seizures and even death. Avoid
unnecessary trips to the vets by keeping chocolate treats out of
reach.

If you are unsure whether the amount of chocolate that the
animal has ingested can cause poisoning, always contact a vet
for emergency advice. To make it easier for the vet, it is useful to
know what your animal weighs, what type (dark, milk or white)
and how much chocolate has been eaten. If there is the slightest
chance they have eaten chocolate, a vet visit for an emetic is
recommended. Please do not try to induce vomiting in your pet
at home, especially using salt, as it risks causing salt poisoning.

Xylitol is extremely harmful to dogs. It is found in sugar-free
chewing gum, sweets and chocolate. In small doses xylitol can
cause a sudden, life threatening drop in blood sugar within
minutes of being eaten. In larger doses it can cause severe
damage to the liver, and lead to liver failure. A case was reported
of a dog that had eaten an advent calendar containing sugar-free
chocolate. The packet was taken to the vet clinic, which ensured
that the appropriate treatment was administered to the dog!

Poisonous plants

Curious cats may want to investigate new indoor plants or
flowers. Several of the plants we may have around at Christmas
are toxic to cats and dogs. If you notice that they take an interest
in a certain plant, it may be wise to check, and if necessary move
it to a safe place, or throw it away.

Plants that can cause poisoning include:

Lilies: number one plant that cats must avoid. Contact with any
part of the plant can cause kidney injury and in some cases
kidney failure. Dogs are not affected in the same way; ingestion
may cause gastrointestinal upset

Amaryllis: whole plant is poisonous and can cause vomiting and
diarrhoea

Christmas rose (Hellebore): the whole plant is poisonous and
can cause vomiting and diarrhoea

Poinsettia: associated toxicity is usually mild and causes
excessive salivation, vomiting and lethargy

Mistletoe (European plant): low toxicity to cats and dogs. 
The berries are the least toxic part. Ingestion can lead to
abdominal discomfort and gastric irritation

Ivy: can cause irritation of the mouth and gastrointestinal tract.
Facial swelling, conjunctivitis and inflammation of the skin may
also be seen

Pine needles: sharp needles from Christmas trees may cause
physical injuries or get matted in long coats. Adventurous cats
or dogs who try to climb the tree may fall, causing injury

Continued on pages 10-11…
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Christmas care: 10 dangerous
temptations for your pet during
the festive season
Beautiful Christmas decorations, fragrant flowers and food in
abundance. Christmas is a wonderful holiday for both humans 
and animals.



Fermenting dough

Fermenting dough can cause alcohol poisoning in your pet. In
addition, remember not to leave alcoholic drinks on the floor or
in areas where pets might be able to help themselves.

Due to their size, the toxic dose is often quite low: depression of
the central nervous system and vomiting are usually seen within
2 hours. The animal will behave in a similar way to alcohol
intoxication in humans. They are at risk of injury and, in the worst
case scenario, the animal can become unconscious.

Grapes and nuts

Grapes and raisins can cause poisoning in both dogs and cats.
Kidney problems can occur as a result. Grapes, raisins, sultanas
and currants are used in so many recipes at Christmas but they
are extremely toxic to dogs. However, the cause of their toxicity
is still not fully understood. Nuts can cause a blockage in the
intestine if swallowed. Macadamia nuts can cause poisoning,
which is seen as tremors, vomiting, diarrhoea and weakness.

Ethylene glycol (antifreeze)

Typically used as an engine coolant or antifreeze in vehicles,
ethylene glycol tastes sweet. Both dogs and cats like the taste;
however, it is very toxic and can cause fatal kidney damage.

Tallow balls

Tallow balls made of fat and seeds that are hung up for birds can
cause problems. This is partly due to the very high fat content,
which can cause an upset stomach or lead to pancreatitis. In
addition, if the animal swallows a large piece or the surrounding
net, both could lead to an obstruction or intestinal foreign body.

Fertiliser

Take care when watering your Christmas tree, especially if adding
plant food. Dogs and cats can be poisoned if they drink any spare
water. Although cases are rare, it may cause mild stomach and
intestinal irritation.

Presents, ribbons and string

It is not uncommon for the cat or dog to play with presents or
ribbons. Carefully remove any ribbons or stings from packaging.
Do not assume that ribbons or string will come out "the natural
way", even if it has done so before. If a pet swallows a piece of
string, it can lead to major problems. String can get stuck under
the tongue. They can also thread along the intestine causing
concertina effect and perforation, which risks serious illness or
death.
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If the animal has swallowed string, contact your nearest open
veterinary clinic for an emergency appointment. An emetic will
be given to remove the string before it cause damage.
Alternatively, xrays and abdominal surgery may be required to
safely removed the string.

Candles and other decorations

Make sure that cats and dogs cannot access candles. If they
knock over a lighted candle, it can cause painful burns and risk
your home being set alight.

Beware of fragile Christmas decorations. If they break, pets and
children can get injured. Decorations that are eaten may cause
damage or blockage of the intestine.

Reed diffusers contain a variety of ingredients including
essential oils, and ethanol. These ingredients can be highly
irritant to the skin, often causing severe reactions, even if the
area is rinsed straight away with soap and warm water. It can
also have severe implications if the contents are consumed.

Cats and dogs see batteries as a great toy to play with; however,
they can cause a physical obstruction in the intestine, and could
lead to poisoning in certain cases.

When to see your physical vet

• If you think your dog has eaten, or come into contact with, any 
of the food items above, please seek veterinary advice. Book a 
video appointment to have a chat with a vet, or contact your 
registered vet to make an emergency appointment

• If you are unsure whether your pet has eaten something 
poisonous, try to find out what it is. Depending on the item or 
plant, the treatment will vary

• If your pet becomes acutely ill and you see a vet, take a sample 
of the item with you so that treatment can be tailored 
accordingly

• Visit TVM UK for more information on common poisons that 
can affect your pet

TVM UK have developed an easy to remember acronym
S.P.E.E.D to help owners if they think that their dog has eaten
something poisonous. Your vet only has a short, limited time
frame to try and minimise the absorption of poisons so an
immediate appointment is essential and potentially life-saving.

S - Stop access to any poison. It may seem obvious but stop
your dog eating or licking any more of the substance.

P - Phone the vet. Keep your vet’s phone number and their
emergency (out of hours) number handy in case you ever need
them.

E - Emergency appointment. You cannot ‘wait and see’ with
poisons as many do not affect your pet straight away, some can
take several days to show symptoms, all the while doing damage
to the internal organs whilst showing no sign on the outside.
Getting your dog seen immediately gives you the best chance to
get effective treatment for your dog.

E - Evidence. Knowing what the potential poison is will really help
your vet make a rapid diagnosis and create the best treatment
protocol for a successful recovery. 

If you have a label of the substance then take it with you to the
clinic. If you don’t have a label but have access to the substance
then bring a sample for testing (only if it is safe to do so and you
are not putting yourself or anyone else in danger). 

If you don’t have a label or a sample but your dog has been sick,
then bring a sample of this with you (if safe to do so) as the
ingredient may be present in the vomit. If you don’t have access
to any of these then don’t worry as your pet’s blood can be tested
via certain laboratories.

D - Don’t delay. You cannot afford to wait, act straight away!

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)
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And the new director of Eastbourne’s Beacon shopping centre has
just announced that dogs on leads are welcome, describing its
previous ban as “unnecessary and antiquated”.

According to dogfriendly.co.uk, by this summer there were around
2,300 British retailers listed on its database that allow dogs into their
shops - a 10% rise on the previous year. But just how dog friendly
are shops really, and what happens if something goes wrong?

Cambridge is one city with an apparent plethora of dog-friendly
shops, so my canine companion - Calisto, a flat-coated retriever -
and I have decided to pay a visit. 

Still a puppy, she’s always up for a new experience, while for me it
is more about practicalities. With dog theft on the rise, it would be
unwise to leave her outside stores, while being able to pop into a
shop on the way home from a walk is nothing if not handy. 
Besides, a dog is part of the family, not an optional extra.

Our first stop is Seasalt Cornwall - a chain of clothing stores across
the UK, all of which welcome dogs. Slurping at a bowl of water
outside the shop, Calisto is already impressed.

Inside, the staff seem genuinely pleased to see a puppy, while Calisto
- clearly excited by the racks of garments - is fascinated. She sits
quietly while I browse through patterned tops, before playing peek-
a-boo behind a tunic. But the sock display is just too tempting, and
as I hold up a pair, she starts tugging at the toe. Fortunately, we have
been practising “drop it”, but I had not imagined needing it for a
tussle over hosiery.

A pair of trousers catches my eye - can we, should we, attempt it?
Going for broke, I take Calisto into the changing room. Her feathery
tail pokes out under the curtain. As I am halfway dressed, she
decides she’d like to help, then pounces on a receipt left by another
shopper.

A small scuffle later, in which nose, paws and tail make sporadic
escapes from the cubicle, and we are back on the street - minus the
trousers, which escaped unscathed, but plus a £6.50 pair of socks
that, covered in puppy saliva, were too revolting to tuck back on the
stand.

Also on Trinity Street is Heffers - a Cambridge institution that has
been selling books since 1876 and is now part of the Blackwell’s
group.

Sarah Whyley, department manager of the literature section, says
the number of customers bringing dogs into the store has risen but
there hasn’t been one memorable canine disaster in all her years
there, not even a shredded book.

What about puddles? “There would probably be more of those in
the children’s department,” she says. The store, she adds, has its
own canine - a guide dog that comes to work with a member of staff.
“He quietly sits with his toys under her desk,” Whyley says.

Given that Calisto is surrounded by bookshelves at home, this one,
I think, will be a doddle. And it is - to start with. She calmly walks
past shelf upon shelf. But just as I go to pick up a tome, Calisto finds
one too. Lying on the floor, presumably dropped by another browser,
is a tiny book of war poetry. Before I realise it Calisto does battle,
and the tiny book is left for dead.

Mortified, I head for the counter and sheepishly explain the skirmish,
reaching for my wallet. But rather than a telling-off and bill for £3.99,
I’m given an enormous smile. “When we let dogs into the shop it is
a risk we take with having them in, and we like to have them in, so
it’s absolutely fine,” says the sales assistant behind the till.

Our final stop - and possibly the greatest challenge yet - is Modish,
an independent shoe shop on Green Street. I have left it until last
because, quite frankly, Calisto loves shoes. More specifically, she
loves trying out her new teeth on the laces of my partner’s trainers.
But, perhaps because the shoes are all new, Calisto is an angel. 
Apart from attempting to snaffle a used pop-sock she patiently sits
and sniffs while I try on a pair of trainers.

Sarah Decent, owner of the shop, tells me she, too, has yet to have
a doggy nightmare in store.

Should chaos occur, Decent is philosophical. “If a dog chewed a
shoe up, I think I just have to probably take that on the chin,” she
says. It’s a sentiment I find, perhaps surprisingly, echoed in several
other stores.

After a morning of shopping, it seems that many stores not only
welcome pooches, they positively love them, willing to both overlook
unfortunate incidents and embrace an unexpected smackeroo.

Looking down at a wagging tail, it seems Calisto and I are of one
mind: dog-friendly shops are a howling success.

(Article source: The Guardian)

It’s a Saturday morning and I’m crammed into a small changing
room, attempting to try on a new pair of trousers. It’s always a
struggle with the multiple layers of autumnal clothing, and I’m even
more flustered than usual. Because also crammed into the tiny space
is a large dog, giving me a quizzical look and clearly wondering if
this is the start of a new game. She quickly decides, yes, yes it is.

Dog ownership is booming. According Pet Food Manufacturers’
Association, there are 12.5m dogs in the UK this year, with 33% of
households having a canine companion, while the Kennel Club is
among the charities and organisations that have reported a surge in
puppy ownership during the Covid pandemic.

It seems that the high street is taking note. While assistance dogs
have the right to enter most premises, some businesses have
welcomed regular canines for years, including various independent
shops, cafes and pubs as well as big names from Hobbycraft to -
where possible - Apple stores, Oliver Bonas and Cath Kidston.

Others are newer recruits. John Lewis began allowing non-
assistance dogs into its stores in 2019 while Wilko has been trialling
the approach in four branches since July, as a “direct result of
customer comments and feedback”, a spokesperson tells me. 

Sniffing out a bargain: How dog-
friendly are Britain’s shops?
With more retailers welcoming pets, our reporter ventures out with her
puppy Calisto to see if we really are a nation of animal lovers.
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‘I decided to realise a dream and have Kimi
tattooed on my leg’

I lost my beloved yorkshire terrier Kimi Raikkondog Manton four
days after his 10th birthday. He collapsed and passed away at
the vet’s without me by his side, due to Covid restrictions. 
After receiving a lump sum of holiday money from my old job
and a bonus from my new job, I decided to realise a dream. So I
booked to have Kimi tattooed on my leg, more than 320 miles
away in Edinburgh. Even though I could have bought a slightly
better car with the money, I needed that tattoo more. The tattooist
was fantastic - we talked non-stop for the seven hours that I was
in the chair and I cried when I saw the finished tattoo. It means
the world to me. 

Lindsey Manton, Leicestershire

‘We sponsored an opera 
seat for our cat’: readers on
commemorating their beloved pets
From a pottery paw print to a treasured tattoo, contributors share their
ideas for keeping their pets’ memories alive.

‘We sponsored an opera seat in the name 
of our cat’ (pictured left)

Mr Horatio Parmouk, our beloved cat, turned up at my house as
a stray and never left. He was a large, black tom cat with the
sweetest disposition and was named partly after Nelson, partly
after a character in Downton Abbey. Everyone loved him; he had
his own Facebook page, wore various outfits in return for a cat
biscuit or six and even starred in an advert for a hat company.
Before he passed, we sponsored a seat at the London Coliseum
in his name, so opera-goers can now sit in his seat. He was a
real feline character. 

Cathy Peake, nurse manager, Barnet

‘I will have my dog’s ashes turned into 
a diamond, then set into a ring’

I had to have my beloved cairn terrier put to sleep this summer,
after 15 years of having him constantly by my side. His death left
a huge void, a deafening silence and a sense of loneliness and
emptiness. To commemorate him, I will have his ashes turned
into a diamond, which will then be set into a ring, so he can
continue to accompany me wherever I go. His amazing, lively
presence is missed so, so much. 

Stephanie, freelance translator and interpreter, Midlands

‘I stamped my cat’s paw print on to the sides
of a pottery project’

After our beloved Catherine Cattington was hit by a car, we had
her cremated. Some of her ashes were incorporated into a
beautiful resin model of a sleeping cat by an artist we found on
Etsy and we also had an imprint taken of her paw. I was having
pottery lessons so I made a stamp from the imprint and
transferred it on to the sides of a milk jug I made, in lieu of a
handle. In the absence of being able to hold my cat again, it helps
to have tactile objects that remind me of her. 

Valeria, archaeologist, Oxfordshire

‘We used gold paint to fill in the hole our
hamster gnawed in the floor’

After our hamster Daisy died, we used gold acrylic paint to fill in
the hole she had gnawed in the kitchen’s vinyl floor. It’s still there:
a lasting memorial to an amazing pet. She was a very lovely
hamster, who would rush around the kitchen floor in the morning
while we all had breakfast. She would come to us when called
by name, sometimes running up our legs and into our hands. 

Jennifer, Cambridge

‘I carved the names of my dogs into a plaque
when they passed’

I made a simple plaque carved with the names of my two German
shepherds, Roman and Remus, who died within a short time of
each other. It’s erected overlooking the garden where they are
buried, and where I know they had happy lives. I don’t think I’ve
much of a future as a carver, but the thought was there. 
The plaque is pictured here alongside our new German shepherd,
Bear. 

Andrew Lewis, carpenter and builder, Staffordshire

‘We gave Nelson’s toys away to our
neighbours’ dogs’

When our lurcher Nelson passed away during lockdown, it was
crushing. It took us some months to pluck up the courage before
we placed a post on the local Facebook site asking dog owners
to pop by and help themselves to one of his toys from his basket
on our driveway. As a beautiful tribute, people started posting
pictures of their own dogs with his toys. It was a small comfort
to us to know that other dogs were enjoying them. 

Nicholas and Sam Cook, Nottingham

(Article source: The Guardian)
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Metro reports that well, this one is, anyway, as he’s always ready to
be by his owner’s side when she cracks open a cold one.

And isn’t that the true marker of friendship? Even better, Bear the
Labrador will bring his owner, Janice, a tinny whenever she says it’s
‘gin o’ clock’.

Janice Cousins, 64, discovered the handy trick when she was taking
a quick refreshment break after painting her garden in Weston-
super-Mare, Somerset.

She turned to Bear, said ‘it’s now gin o’clock’, and off he trotted,
heading off to the kitchen to bring back a can of Tanqueray gin and
tonic. Retired postlady Janice said: ‘The command for Bear to pick
anything up is his name.

‘He won’t normally go and collect anything until he hears that.
‘On this occasion though he trotted off on “gin o’clock” and grabbed
me a can. It was amazing and very useful. ‘He’s done it before with
beer, cider and even bottles of wine. He’s a good lad. He works for
biscuits so he’s always willing to help out. ‘I’ve trained Bear with
gun dog training methods and once I’ve shown him something -
whether it be a log, his toy or even a bottle of wine - I can release
him and command him to get that object.’ ‘I was away from the
house and wanted to test Bear’s skills and he delivered. I really did
enjoy that gin, especially as I didn’t have to collect it myself.’

Janice has been training Bear since he was an adolescent, and finds
his skills super after her double hip replacement.

‘I couldn’t bend before the operation so I taught him to fetch his
own bowl and hand it up to me so I could feed him,’ she said. 
‘It was hugely helpful at the time and I’ve just continued his training.
‘We’ve got our own log burner and he will help fetch the logs for
me. ‘He was a very naughty adolescent dog when he was younger
which is why I decided to go for gundog training. It turned his
attitude right around.’

(Story source: Metro)

Metro reports that Elizabeth de Val, also known as Eli, the seven-
year-old paint horse and one-year-old Rumba - a border collie cross
Australian shepherd - became best buds when the dog joined the
family in 2020.

The pair have matching white and brown coats, making them look
like they share an adorable family resemblance. Their bond is such
that Rumba even loves going for rides on Eli’s back. Owner Océane
Delobe, 31, loves sharing the pair’s adventures and says they have
a ‘special bond’. Océane, from the French Alps, explains: ‘I have a
lot of horses and Rumba quickly got used to being around them.

‘Eli loves following Rumba when we go on hikes and if she can’t find
her, she will quickly look for her. ‘She prefers hikes with Rumba and
sees her as part of the gang now. ‘Rumba is very careful around the
horses and respects their size well; she loves being outside exploring
with Eli. ‘When I got Rumba, I didn’t actually know what she looked
like as we reserved her before she was even born, so it was a total
surprise that she had the same colourings as Eli. ‘People always
comment on how similar they look despite their huge size
difference.’

Freelance estate agent Océane was initially worried the pair wouldn’t
get along, but those concerns didn’t last long. She adds: ‘I had been
wanting a dog for as long as I can remember and after a series of
events, I knew it was the right time to get one.

‘I had just lost one of my horses and needed to bring some more
happiness into my life. ‘Rumba comes with me anytime I go to see
or ride Eli. ‘She has a lot of fun at the barn in Annecy with the other
dogs, and in Val d’Isère the landscape is amazing and a real
playground for her.’

(Story source: Metro)

Smart dog fetches owner
a tinny when she says it’s
‘gin o’ clock’
Dogs truly are the best of friends.

Horse and dog who 
look like siblings 
thanks to matching 
coats are best friends
Meet Eli and Rumba, two best buds who love
nothing more than going for walks together
and frolicking in fields.

Pet dog contracts Covid in
first confirmed case in UK
Animal thought to have caught coronavirus
from owners, but experts say there is no
evidence pets can pass it to humans.

The Guardian reports that humans share many things with their
dogs, from the sofa to cuddles and quality time. But it seems the list
of joint experiences may also include coronavirus infections.

Experts say they have detected the first case in the UK of a pet dog
catching coronavirus, apparently from its owners. The canine’s
infection was confirmed after testing on 3 November.

It is not the first time that pets have tested positive for the virus; the
same laboratory detected coronavirus in a cat last year, while
research from the Netherlands has previously suggested that the
virus is common in cats and dogs owned by people who have Covid.

Some experts have suggested owners with Covid should avoid their
pets to prevent spreading the virus to them, and have raised
concerns the animals could act as a reservoir of the virus, potentially
passing it back to humans.

The UK’s chief veterinary officer, Dr Christine Middlemiss, said
coronavirus was confirmed in a pet dog in the UK after tests at the
Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) laboratory in Weybridge,
Surrey. “The infected dog was undergoing treatment for another
unrelated condition and is recovering,” she said.

However, it seems owners need not be too worried. “It is very rare
for dogs to be infected and they will usually only show mild clinical
signs and recover within a few days. There is no clear evidence to
suggest that pets directly transmit the virus to humans,” said
Middlemiss. “We will continue to monitor this situation closely and
will update our guidance to pet owners should the situation change.”

The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) also
suggests there is little risk of catching Covid from a pet. “Based on
the available information to date, the risk of animals spreading
Covid-19 to people is considered to be low,” it states.

However it appears transmission can, at least sometimes, go the
other way. “Covid-19 is predominantly spread from person to
person, but in some situations the virus can spread from people to
animals,” said Dr Katherine Russell, consultant epidemiologist at
the UK Health Security Agency.

“In line with general public health guidance, you should wash your
hands regularly, including before and after contact with animals,”
she said.

Prof Rowland Kao, of the University of Edinburgh, said there was
little sign that coronavirus infections in dogs were of concern.

“In order [for these infections in dogs] to be important for
transmission there has to be contact, and production of virus,” he
said. “If dogs were getting seriously infected often, we probably
would have seen it before now. The fact that it hasn’t happened that
much yet, with so much infection and so many people at home with
their pets (suggests) it’s probably not an issue.”

Kao added that to be a reservoir of the virus, dogs would need to
circulate the virus amongst themselves, for example in kennels -
although Kao said dogs may not yet have returned in large numbers.
“If they have, and we still haven’t seen much infection transmission,
again it would seem to make it unlikely,” he said.

Cats and dogs are not the only animals to have caught coronavirus.
“More recently, a big study has shown that white-tailed deer are
probably circulating it among themselves in the US,” said Kao.

Outbreaks of coronavirus on mink farms led to mass culling of the
animals in countries including Denmark, with the World Health
Organization warning in February that there was a high risk of
introduction and the spread of the coronavirus from fur farming to
humans.

The CDC says mink to human transmission has been reported in
countries including the Netherlands, Denmark, and Poland, adding
there is a possibility of mink spreading the virus to people on mink
farms.

But, the agency notes: “Currently, there is no evidence that mink
play a significant role in the spread of Sars-CoV-2 to people.”

Prof James Wood, the head of the department of veterinary medicine
at Cambridge University, said there was increasing evidence that
asymptomatic and undetected infection of dogs and cats in
households with human cases were actually quite common.

But he added: “The fact that they are common, perhaps
counterintuitively, combined with their very rare real-time detection
emphasises that they are generally not at all serious,” he said.

“Detailed risk assessments and understandings of these findings
suggest that the risk of onward transmission to other pets or
humans from dogs and cats is highly unlikely to occur. There is
absolutely no suggestion that our pet animals will become reservoirs
in the way that ferrets and white-tailed deer in Iowa have become.”

(Story source: The Guardian)



It just so happens that we've searched far and wide to discover the
cosiest, most luxurious festive getaways that also happen to be pet-
friendly. Read on for inspiration on where to stay and what to do
this December...

SCHLOSS Roxburghe, Scotland

Located within the gorgeous natural landscape of the Scottish
Borders, this recently transformed historic manor house boasts
luxury rooms, a bar and restaurant serving up local Scottish
cuisine with a French twist. 

This Christmas, you can enjoy a three-night stay between the
24th - 27th December from £2,355 per person, and don't forget
to bring your dog along, too. Canine friends are allowed to sleep
in the manor's stately rooms, as well as roam the glorious 300-
acre estate.

Lygon Arms, The Cotswolds

Lygon Arms in The Cotswolds is the sister hotel to the renowned
Cliveden House, just extra dog-friendly. Cosy rooms are available
from £235 per night for bed and breakfast, and you can opt to have
traditional afternoon tea with mulled wine to get into the festive
spirit. 

Of course, dogs are welcome, so much so that Lygon Arms has
created an edible doggie designer Christmas tree with four nutritious
and delicious flavoured treats.

ME London, London

For a luxurious London getaway head to ME London to snap up
their Festive Season package, which includes an overnight stay,
festive welcome treats for dogs, a glass of fizz on arrival and
breakfast with a view at Radio Rooftop from £250 per night from
15th-26th December. 

The hotel also has it's very own personal dog concierges who
can organise doggy spa treatments, gifts or walks. Dreamy. 

Coworth Park, Ascot

There's no need to leave your beloved horse behind at Christmas,
because guests at Coworth Park can bring theirs on holiday with
them as they take up residence in the stables. 

While you tuck into a delicious Christmas dinner, your horses
can enjoy home-grown carrots, a hoof oil moisturising treatment
and a luxury post-ride bubble bath. Prices for the Christmas
period start at £1,370 per night with an extra charge of £55 per
night, per horse.

Hales Hall, Norfolk

Set in the heart of rural Norfolk, Hales Hall is a great winter
weekend getaway if you're in a big group - think friends, family
and your canine companion, of course. 

Hales has beautiful grounds and walled gardens, and is
surrounded by miles of woodland paths which make for perfect
winter walks with the family dog. Can we live here, please?

Continued on pages 20-21…
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'Tis the season for a pawfect
festive getaway... 6 pet-friendly
Christmas breaks for you and your
furry friend
Searching for a last minute Christmas break where you can whisk
yourself away with your canine companion?



Waters Edge, Northumberland

It doesn't have to be summer for you to have a seaside getaway.
The luxurious Waters Edge cottage overlooks the open sea, and
is ideal for a peaceful trip away during the festive period. 

Escape the hustle and bustle with your dogs in tow, and top it
off with a charming Christmas Day stroll along the seaside. 
We're already jealous.

And for something different…

Forest Holidays - Dog-friendly cottages
(featuring the Forest of Dean)

Forest Holidays do wonderful holiday cabins in the woods all over
the UK, and Forest of Dean is a glorious stretch of ancient oak
woodland, spreading out from the Wye Valley across to the
mighty River Severn. 

Put the two together and you have a great holiday experience,
with the enchanting forest, magnificent rivers and the soaring
500-foot-high limestone outcrop that is Symonds Yat Rock
providing the setting for every conceivable outdoor activity you
could think of - the perfect getaway for families, couples and
groups of friends. 

The cabins themselves are really comfortable, set on the edge of
the forest in a stunning meadow - making them a luxurious
sanctuary after your day’s activities. They sleep between 4 and
10, and vary from the luxurious 'Golden Oak' cabins which come
with a treehouse on stilts attached to it, to the slightly less fancy
'Silver Birch' and 'Copper Beech' cabins. 

They're equipped with TV, wifi (an optional extra), fluffy robes in
the en-suite (only included as a standard in the Golden Oak
cabins), an outdoor hot tub (not available with the Copper Beech
cabins) and a log-burning stove (only in the Golden Oak cabins).
You can even bring the dog if you book one of the specific pet-
friendly cabins.

At the centre of the site the Forest Retreat hub provides a bit of
civilisation with its café and bar, shop and play area, bikes for
hire, and wildlife-spotting and bushcraft activities with the Forest
Rangers; other activities include archery, canoeing and kayaking.

Choose from the seclusion of the woods for cosying up in your
cabin, or the space of the meadow for daytime play and night-
time stargazing. And when you venture out, our Forest of Dean
location has it all - forests to explore, rivers to canoe, and the
soaring 500ft limestone outcrop of Symonds Yat Rock to
conquer. The perfect holiday for outdoor adventurers! 

Forest of Dean - Gloucestershire

Sheltered beneath the protective canopy of ancient oak woodland
or situated in the open meadow at the forest edge, our cabins at
Forest of Dean offer an escape from everyday life in one of
Britain’s most amazing forests.

• The Wye Valley & Symonds Yat
• Cycling & mountain bike challenges
• Canoeing along the River Wye
• The enchanted world of Puzzlewood
• Horse riding lessons & llama treks
• Silver Circle Distillery gin making experience

Details

Open - Open all year.
Pricing - Prices are from £350.

Accommodation - Sleeps 2 to 608 in 120 lodges:

5 Golden Oak/Silver Birch (5 bedroom) lodges sleep 10 each
11 Golden Oak/Silver Birch (4 bedroom) lodges sleep 8 each
38 Golden Oak/Silver Birch (3 bedroom) lodges sleep 6 each
55 Golden Oak/Silver Birch (2 bedroom) lodges sleep 4 each
11 Golden Oak lodges (1 bedroom) sleep 2 each.

Location

Tel: 0333 011 0495

Address: Forest Holidays Forest of Dean, Forest of Dean,
Bracelands Drive, Christchurch, Coleford, Gloucestershire
GL16 7NN

For availability, prices and other locations visit:

www.forestholidays.co.uk

(Article source: Various)
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Since February of 2020 My Pet Matters has been running bi-monthly
prize draws for members of the public to win pet food for their furry
friends. We noticed that many entrants were stating that, if they won,
they would like to donate their prize to their local animal rescue
centre. 

In July this year, Tony won a supply of dog food and decided that,
although he has a dog himself, he would donate some of his prize
to two worthy causes, The Grey Muzzle Hospice and St. Giles Animal
Rescue Centre.

With so many rescue centres having been hit hard by the pandemic,
we felt compelled to help and launched a prize draw where people
could enter and nominate a rescue centre to receive £400 worth of
animal feed.

Our first winner was Kay, who nominated The Dogs Trust at
Snetterton Rehoming Centre.

This is Kay’s story…

“I had no hesitation in choosing The Dogs Trust at Snetterton,
Norfolk to receive the £400 as my partner’s dog came from there.
I have visited the centre and I felt that is where I would like the
money to go.

Over four years ago I met Roxy, a German Shepherd crossed with
a Husky, who had been living with John for about three years. 

From the very first moment that I met her, I could see so much
happiness that she had brought to John’s life and how happy
Roxy was. They really are number one in each other’s lives and
are inseparable.

Sadly having lost his last dog, John visited Snetterton to meet
the dogs. Roxy appeared from nowhere and stood in front of
John as much as to say, “well I am coming with you”. 

Roxy melted John’s heart and he drove a round trip of over 100
miles each day to walk her and get to know her a little better.

On the day Roxy was going home with John, he was told that he
was the third person to take her and he must not hesitate to bring
her back if he found her too difficult. He assured the staff that he
would not be back, but one day he almost gave in. 

Roxy was somewhat of a handful from the day he took her home,
but he was determined that he would not be beaten. After all, he
has always had rescue dogs so he realised that there may be
challenges. One day, John was in tears with Roxy’s behaviour,
but he persevered as he was determined that this rescue dog
would have a permanent and loving home.

Slowly, Roxy became less of a handful and with taking her to
weekly dog training classes as well as having extra training and
lots of love and attention from John, Roxy is now the most loving
and obedient dog. However, she does have her moments…

She loves to walk in the woods but may chase a squirrel or other
wildlife and then probably go missing for a time. If she is left in
the house she will climb up onto the settee, but on hearing the
car she will get down and pretend she has been on the carpet all
the time.

Her latest trick is to go and lay on a bed when left alone, but of
course she does not straighten the duvet when she hears the car
so she cannot hide that trick.  

Roxy loves to be on a sandy beach and loves socialising with
other dogs on her walks. She loves nothing more than to be
allowed on the settee in the evening, but when she is ready for
bed she will stand at the bottom of the stairs and wait to be told
that she can go up. She knows to the minute her mealtimes, even
when the clocks change! 

Roxy is so loving, often coming across to give you a big wet kiss.
So many people, including strangers, comment on how happy
Roxy is. 

Not knowing the history of Roxy’s life before she went to
Snetterton to the Dogs Trust, this will remain a mystery, but
having been looked after by them for part of her life, I would like
to say thank you for all the hard work that they do with so many
dogs.”

Snetterton Rehoming Centre invited Kay and her partner to a tour
of the centre and they spent a wonderful afternoon looking round.
Emily Johnston, Assistant Manager of Dogs Trust Snetterton
Rehoming Centre, said:

“We’re so grateful for Kay’s very kind nomination in honour of
a dog her partner adopted from us.

We’d like to say a huge thank you to her and to My Pet Matters.
The Snetterton Rehoming Centre, which has 45 kennels,
recently rehomed their 10,000th dog just a few days before the
20th anniversary of their rebuild.

We see all types of dogs come into the centre. We are always
here to support owners and dogs on their journey to their fur-
ever home, but we couldn’t do any of this without our generous
supporters.”
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Prize Draw winner revealed: Our
first prize draw winner donates
money to a Small Animal Shelter
“I had no hesitation in choosing The Dogs Trust at Snetterton, Norfolk to
receive the £400 as my partner’s dog came from there. I have visited the
centre and I felt that is where I would like the money to go.”


